Work from anywhere
is here to stay.
The controls designed for global
enterprises — now available to all.
Now, more than ever, you need complete security from device to cloud;
protecting your users and data wherever they are, wherever they go.
Here are six areas every organization should address now:

1 Maximize visibility and control

across endpoints, web, and cloud.

Your users, apps, and data are no longer inside your security perimeter,
so extend security outside with total visibility of data flows.

2 Protect managed and unmanaged devices.
Your users are increasingly using their own devices and external collaborators
use theirs, too. Since IT can’t control these devices, you need cloud-based
security that surrounds the data to protect your organization.

3 Manage your attack surface better.

Your danger points keep changing as users, apps,
and services are dialed up and down.

+ Data-centric security and defense
+ Proactive endpoint security like MVISION Insights
4 Deploy security from the cloud.

Improve user experience by removing
inefficient VPN centralization.
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Deploy unified DLP policies across
endpoints, web and cloud.

5 Assume the best — but plan for the worst.
An attacker needs just one compromised device to breach your environment.
Strengthen your defenses with:

Cloud controls

Endpoint protection

Cloud-based web gateway

6 Bring in a trusted advisor to discuss,

define and deliver to your specific needs.

McAfee helps keep your security defense strategy simple.
Protect multiple attack vectors through one vendor.
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Customized MVISION Device-to-Cloud Suites
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We Recommend:

Implement a
cloud-based
secure web gateway

Require multi-factor
authentication to
reduce risks of
credential theft

Set policy in the cloud
for routine device
checks
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